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NATO-Russia relations
NATO’s relations with Russia were a dominant topic of discussion in Russian media during the reporting
period. The conversation covered a range of issues, including the continuing deterioration of diplomatic
relations, perception of the new NATO Concept for Deterrence and Defense of the Euro-Atlantic Area, NATO
military activities near Russia’s borders, the framing of continuing efforts at Russian-Belarussian defense
integration as a response to such activities, and the possibility of separate EU security structures being
established. The overall tenor was one of concern about the increase in hostility between NATO and Russia,
combined with reassurances that Russia’s nuclear arsenal is sufficient to prevent the outbreak of war.

US and allied policies toward Ukraine
The Russian media extensively discussed US and allied policies toward Ukraine—specifically, the recent
visit of Ambassador Victoria Nuland to Moscow, the visit of Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin to Ukraine
and Georgia, and the UK sale of naval systems to Ukraine. Commentators speculated about the reasons for
Ambassador Nuland’s visit, and on whether the main reason really was Ukraine, noting that the visit
regrettably did not improve the consular crisis between the US and Russia, which only has the potential of
getting worse. The coverage of Secretary Austin’s visit to Ukraine noted that US policy on Ukraine favors
the status quo despite rhetoric to the contrary. Commentators also discussed UK efforts to improve
Ukraine’s naval security as well as the claims that Ukraine’s top military academy has engaged in training
members of neo-Nazi organizations.

Information operations and cognitive warfare
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Several Russian articles recently reported on US and NATO stances towards information warfare. The first
article is a lengthy piece that details the alleged “new forms and methods of ideological aggression” carried
out by the United States and its allies. The second article argues that NATO is shifting some attention to
“cognitive warfare” and “is clearly interested in using the means of such a war.” A third article addresses
unofficial allegations in the US and German media that Russia is to blame for the “Havana Syndrome” which
has been plaguing US diplomats abroad.

Military competition in East Asia
A set of recent articles by Russian military commentators have reviewed the state of US-China competition
and rivalry in East Asia, the rearmament of the Japanese navy, and the recent Seawolf submarine collision.
Noting that the military and political situation in the region has further deteriorated, recent events have
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largely been framed as part of the broader rise of China and of the US reaction to this development, including
alliance building, increasing military offensive and defensive capabilities, and expanding naval
reconnaissance.

US hypersonic weapons development
Two articles address recent US developments in the field of hypersonic weapons. The first article discusses
the US Army’s announcement of the development of a new mid-range-capability battery called “Typhon,”
which will be able to field the hypersonic variant of the SM-6 missile by FY 2024. The second article
addresses a recent announcement that the US Space Development Agency has approved the design of a new
generation of satellites capable of detecting launches and tracking the flight path of hypersonic missiles.

Incident with the destroyer USS Chafee
Several Russian publications reported on an incident that took place in the Sea of Japan on Friday, October
15. According to the articles, the US destroyer USS Chafee “came close to the territorial waters of Russia and
made an attempt to cross the state border,” prompting the Russian Ministry of Defense to send the destroyer
Admiral Tributs to escort the vessel away. Reportedly, the ships came within 60 yards of each other. The
Russian Ministry of Defense condemned the US action, describing it as a “gross violation” of international
maritime law.

Russia-Turkey relations
Russian foreign policy commentators have assessed relations with Turkey in recent weeks, paying
particular attention to the potential for new arms deals. Two articles in BMPD discussed the possibility of
selling Russian combat aircraft to Turkey and Turkish interest in acquiring F-16 fighters. An opinion piece
in Topwar.ru briefly reviewed the history of Russian-Turkish military relations as well as its recent
diplomatic overtures to regional neighbors, suggesting that Turkey is an unreliable partner whose goals of
influence expansion must be watched. Also, an article in Voenno-Promyshlenniy Kuryer (VPK) discussed the
potential content of Putin and Erdogan meeting in Sochi in late September.

Development of an Arctic alliance
An article in Nezavisimoe Voennoe Obozrenie discussed the development of a new alliance between the
Scandinavian countries of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. Reviewing recent agreements for closer
cooperation, the piece lamented the drift away from de facto neutrality on the part of Sweden, as well as the
potential for this new military alliance to become NATO’s “daughter” alliance for Northern Europe.

Concern about Nordstream pipeline sabotage
An article in topwar.ru raises the possibility that the United States might direct one of its East European
allies might try to sabotage the Nordstream-2 pipeline. The author suggests that Poland or Ukraine, both of
which have well trained naval special forces, could take such an action. It would be difficult for Russia to
prove responsibility for any potential act of sabotage.
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NATO-Russia relations
NATO’s relations with Russia were a dominant topic of discussion in Russian media during the reporting
period. The conversation covered a range of issues, including the continuing deterioration of diplomatic
relations, perception of the new NATO Concept for Deterrence and Defense of the Euro-Atlantic Area, NATO
military activities near Russia’s borders, the framing of continuing efforts at Russian-Belarussian defense
integration as a response to such activities, and the possibility of separate EU security structures being
established.

Deterioration of NATO-Russia diplomatic relations
Russian media also continue to discuss the closure of Russia’s NATO mission in response to the previous
month’s NATO decision to reduce the size of the mission and expel eight Russian diplomats. An October 21
article in Nezavisimoe Voennoe Obozrenie notes that Russian officials blame Brussels for not fulfilling its
promises to build a dialog between equals. It asks how Jens Stoltenberg could possibly be surprised that
Russian military diplomats serving in Brussels might be intelligence agents, though it argues that such
agents work in an entirely aboveboard manner. It goes on to say that while Stoltenberg repeats the mantra
that one must communicate with Russia, he does the opposite. As a result, the freeze in relations has now
become a full break. Moscow’s response, to close the NATO information bureau and military mission in
Moscow, is logical and consistent.
The result, according to Andrey Kortunov as quoted in Kommersant, is effectively a decision by the two sides
to permanently end the partnership of previous decades. He believes that the impetus came from Brussels,
as “a new NATO strategy is currently being prepared, which will be adopted at the next summit of the
alliance, and the former partnership with Russia no longer fits into its concept.” He continues:
However, … it was important for Brussels to lay the blame on Moscow…. By expelling
Russian diplomats, Brussels deliberately provoked Moscow to take drastic steps, which…
would have allowed Secretary General Stoltenberg to throw up his hands: they say, we
were still ready for interaction, but Moscow turned out to be unprepared. The fact that the
Russian side ultimately played this game by taking retaliatory steps confirms that Moscow
also considers its partnership with NATO to be exhausted.
According to Vasily Kashin, Russian officials believe that “the continued existence and expansion of NATO
after the end of the Cold War was the main cause for the collapse of the entire complex of relations between
Russia and the West…. The continued existence of a Russian mission at NATO weakens Russia’s position
and casts doubt on its resolve.”
Two articles discuss the evolution of NATO-Russia relations. A lengthy article in Nezavisimoe Voennoe
Obozrenie discusses the history of NATO-Russian military cooperation. It highlights Russia’s successes in
joint operations with NATO in the Balkans and how those operations led to planning and concrete efforts to
increase interoperability between the two sides’ military forces. It also suggests some potential actions that
the Russian military might take so as to prepare for possible future opportunities to resume cooperation.
Writing in Topwar.ru, Yevgeniy Fedorov describes the gradual deterioration of the diplomatic component
of the relationship. He argues that diplomacy generally worked relatively well until 2014, but after the
annexation of Crimea, contacts became purely formal, with Brussels seeking to strengthen its military
position in order to dominate any dialog—a form of interaction that obviously did not appeal to Moscow.
The closure of Russia’s NATO mission means that even purely formal dialog will now cease and the only
remaining channel of communication will be at the level of senior military officials. Fedorov highlights the
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closure of NATO’s information bureau in Moscow as a positive development, since it “carried out in Russia
openly propagandistic, if not subversive, activity.” He concludes by noting that while the current situation
was initiated by NATO’s decision to expel Russian diplomats, neither side was particularly interested in
maintaining the diplomatic relationship, which elicited irritation from both sides and was primarily used as
a bargaining chip in endless confrontations.
Sources: “Parting with NATO without pain, the cry of the cold war samurai” [С НАТО расстались без боли,
клич самураев холодной войны], Nezavisimoe voennoe obozrenie, Oct. 21, 2021,
https://nvo.ng.ru/nvo/2021-10-21/2_1163_week.html; Pavel Tarasenko, Sergei Strokan, “Where NATO
goes, things get torn” [Где НАТО, там и рвется], Kommersant, Oct. 19, 2021,
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5039469; Shamil Aliev, “A short flirtation with the alliance” [Недолгий
флирт с альянсом], Nezavisimoe voennoe obozrenie, Oct. 15, 2021, https://nvo.ng.ru/gpolit/2021-1014/12_1162_lessons.html; Yevgeny Fedorov, “October freeze: who needs NATO-Russia diplomatic
relations” [Октябрьское похолодание: кому нужны дипломатические отношения Россия – НАТО],
topwar.ru,
Oct.
21,
2021,
https://topwar.ru/188246-oktjabrskoe-poholodanie-komu-nuzhnydiplomaticheskie-otnoshenija-rossija-nato.html.

Russia’s reaction to the new NATO defense strategy
Russian media extensively covered the NATO defense ministerial meeting in Brussels. An article in Novye
Izvestiya highlights the adoption of “a new strategy for deterring Moscow” (referring to the Concept for
Deterrence and Defence of the Euro-Atlantic Area, or DDA), focusing on NATO plans to increase force
presence in the Black Sea region and to work more closely with Ukraine and Georgia. It notes that in
response to the German defense minister highlighting Russia’s aggressive behavior in that region, Russian
deputy defense minister Andrey Rudenko warned NATO that “any further step towards Ukraine's
membership in the alliance will have serious consequences.” It also notes that together with the DDA, NATO
adopted a four-year implementation plan that would build up NATO’s air defense, cyberwarfare, and
intelligence capabilities.
The article goes on to quote political scientist Vladimir Batyuk in saying that the tension in Russia-NATO
relations is at the highest level since the Cold War:
After the US and NATO left Afghanistan, it is very important to show their European allies
their importance, their necessity. In my opinion, this does not mean at all that they are
preparing for a big war with Russia. Of course, after the meeting in Brussels, NATO, as
promised, may increase its presence in the Black Sea and Baltic regions. But, imagine that
in the same Eastern Europe, NATO has only four ground battalions. This, apparently, is the
limit that they can afford at present. Russia will have to react to any provocations. But in
the age of nuclear missile weapons, no one will start a war with us.
The article concludes by suggesting that Jens Stoltenberg believes the conflict between NATO and Russia
will never end, because of hostile relations between Russia and East European states:
It turns out that “the tail wags the dog.” It turns out that the junior NATO partners—the
Poles and the Balts, who have their own phobias, their age-old complexes with regard to
Moscow—determine the policy of the leading powers of the world. Are we going to be in
conflict with the West because the Poles and Lithuanians don't like us? If this is the case,
then the conclusion suggests itself: with NATO as an organization, as an institution, it is
pointless to conduct any kind of dialogue. Russia will talk with those states that make up
the backbone of NATO's military might, primarily with the United States. And there will
be no war.
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Two articles in Nezavisimaya Gazeta focus on current NATO military exercises as a way of highlighting
NATO’s focus on conflict with Russia. The Steadfast Noon 2021 exercise is discussed as a test of how NATO
might use tactical nuclear weapons in a war scenario, with details about the damage that a B61 bomb
launched from an F-35 aircraft might inflict on civilian populations and how it might be able to evade
Russian air defense systems. It quotes Russia’s ambassador to the United States as saying that NATO’s plans
to use such weapons are “overtly provocative and run counter to Washington's assurances of striving for
complete nuclear disarmament.” The second article highlights the Castle Forge exercise in the Balkans,
suggesting that NATO is looking to use B-1B bombers with LRASM missiles to threaten all of central Russia
and the Black Sea region. It then highlights NATO’s expanding deployment of Aegis Ashore systems and Jens
Stoltenberg’s statement that all NATO members are increasing their military expenditures, including for
new weapons systems such as the SM-6, noting that US air defense launch systems could also be used to
launch attacks with Tomahawk missiles. The article also notes that it is especially worrying that NATO has
approved a 1 billion euro innovation fund and is starting to work on an artificial intelligence strategy.
Sources: Gennady Charodeev, “Russia’s divorce with NATO: What will follow the full break in relations”
[Развод России с НАТО: что последует за полным разрывом отношений], Novye Izvestiya, Oct. 22, 2021,
https://newizv.ru/news/politics/22-10-2021/razvod-rossii-s-nato-chto-posleduet-za-polnym-razryvomotnosheniy; Vladimir Mukhin, “NATO is maneuvering with bombs capable of destroying Moscow and Minsk”
[НАТО маневрирует с бомбами, способными уничтожить Москву и Минск], Nezavisimaya gazeta, Oct.
20, 2021, https://www.ng.ru/armies/2021-10-19/1_8281_nato.html; Vladimir Mukhin, “The US will
prepare innovative bombs for Russia” [США заготовят для России инновационные бомбы],
Nezavisimaya gazeta, Oct. 22, 2021, https://www.ng.ru/armies/2021-10-21/2_8284_usa.html.

Russia-Belarus defense integration
Russian media framed recent advances in defense integration between Russia and Belarus as a response to
continuing aggressive actions by NATO. A joint defense ministry collegium held on October 20 in Moscow
announced a new military security doctrine that Nezavisimaya Gazeta describes as having the effect of
“turning Belarus into a western security buffer for Russia.” The document will highlight concerns about
NATO pressure near the two countries’ western borders. As described by Sergey Shoigu,
Stockpiles of weapons, military equipment and materiel are being created, and measures
for the transfer of troops are being worked out. An armored brigade of the United States
Ground Forces and four multinational battalion tactical groups have been deployed to
Poland and the Baltic states. The headquarters of the alliance's coalition divisions have
been formed in Romania, Poland and Latvia. The capacity of port and airfield
infrastructures is increasing.
As described in an article in Rossiiskaya Gazeta, Shoigu went on to highlight the increase in the strength of
the alliance’s rapid-reaction force, the deployment of Aegis Ashore with its potential for launching rapidstrike missiles, more frequent forays by NATO reconnaissance and tactical aviation assets, and an increase
in the frequency of NATO and partner exercises near Russian and Belarusian borders. He also expressed
concern about US modernization of its tactical nuclear weapons, their storage in European countries, and
the training of pilots from nonnuclear states in operating such weapons.
While Russia does not need to be concerned about a direct attack because of its nuclear arsenal, it
nevertheless views a stronger military union with Belarus as a base for repelling a potential Western attack.
To this end, the two sides announced that the draft joint military security doctrine had been completed and
would be signed in the near future. They also signed an extension of agreements for existing Russian
military facilities in Belarus, which are described as being needed less for defense purposes and more as a
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signal of cooperation. In addition, according to Krasnaya Zvezda, the two sides approved a defense
cooperation activity plan for 2022 and a plan for the Union Shield 2023 exercise. Going forward, the two
countries are implementing a military cooperation plan based on a five-year strategic partnership program.
Sources: “Why doesn’t Aleksandr Lukashenko fear war with NATO” [Почему Александр Лукашенко не
боится войны с НАТО], Nezavisimaya gazeta, Oct. 22, 2021, https://www.ng.ru/editorial/2021-1021/2_8284_editorial.html; Yuri Gavrilov, “Threats are near the border” [Угрозы - рядом, у границ],
Rossiiskaya gazeta, Oct. 21, 2021, https://rg.ru/2021/10/20/shojgu-podgotovlena-novaia-voennaiadoktrina-soiuznogo-gosudarstva.html; Aleksandr Tikhonov, “Strengthening military security jointly”
[Военную
безопасность
укрепляем
сообща],
Krasnaya
zvezda,
Oct.
22,
2021,
http://redstar.ru/voennuyu-bezopasnost-ukreplyaem-soobshha/.

European security strategy
Finally, several articles discuss the possibility that in the aftermath of the US withdrawal from Afghanistan
and the establishment of the AUKUS alliance in secret, Europe might no longer trust the United States to
provide for its security needs. These articles focus on the possibility of the European Union deciding to
establish a unified European military structure, separate from NATO. An article in VPK discusses how the
EU has long sought to expand its strategic autonomy and defense ties among its member states. It notes a
recent statement by Josep Borell, the EU high representative for foreign affairs and security policy, about
the EU’s discontent over the lack of consultation regarding the AUKUS agreement. It also suggests that
Germany is tired of serving as a host for such a large contingent of US troops, given both the resultant
financial expenditures and the likelihood that this status would make it a primary target in the event of a
nuclear war. It notes that France and Germany are both eager to create a unified defense control center,
while Czechia and Hungary also support a defense union. Among EU members, only Poland and the Baltic
States are strongly opposed.
A second article, in Nezavisimoe voennoe obozrenie, is far more skeptical of the possibilities for an
independent European military structure. It argues that French president Macron is the only leader pushing
for a stronger EU role in security and that various documents suggesting an independent EU role in security
and defense will soon be shelved. The EU and its member states simply do not have the capacity to build
separate command centers and strategic communications and intelligence. They also lack adequate naval
and airlift capacity, leaving them dependent on the United States for mobility and logistics.
Sources: Vladimir Yeranosyan, “The EU aims to put a nail in NATO’s coffin” [Евросоюз намерен вбить
гвоздь в гроб НАТО], Voenno-promyshlennyi kuryer, Oct. 19, 2021, https://vpk-news.ru/articles/64299;
Aleksandr Bartosh, “Americans can’t, Europeans don’t want to” [Американцы не могут, европейцы не
хотят], Nezavisimoe voennoe obozrenie, Oct. 21, 2021, https://nvo.ng.ru/gpolit/2021-1021/1_1163_americans.html.

US and allied policies toward Ukraine
A major issue covered by the Russian media during this time period is US and allied policies toward
Ukraine—specifically, the recent visit of Ambassador Victoria Nuland to Moscow, the visit of Secretary of
Defense Lloyd Austin to Ukraine, and the UK sale of naval systems to Ukraine. Commentators speculate
about the reasons for Ambassador Nuland’s visit, and whether the main reason really was Ukraine, noting
that the visit regrettably did not improve the consular crisis between the US and Russia, which only has the
potential of getting worse. The coverage of Secretary Austin’s visit to Ukraine notes that US policy on
Ukraine favors the status quo despite rhetoric to the contrary. Commentators also discuss UK efforts to
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improve Ukraine’s naval security as well as the claims that Ukraine’s top military academy has been training
members of neo-Nazi organizations.

Visit of Ambassador Victoria Nuland to Moscow
Gennady Petrov writes in Nezavisimaya Gazeta that the October 11-13 visit by Ambassador Victoria Nuland
to Moscow was not marked by any achievements, perhaps because “the Biden team is very limited in its
possibility to maneuver on the Russia issue.” He quotes Putin’s press secretary, Dmitry Peskov, who argued
that it wasn’t a disappointment that there were no breakthroughs because “It is hardly possible. The Augean
Stables are too large in our bilateral relations. You can't rake them right away.” Petrov argues that the US
did not bring any new proposals to the table and instead both sides agreed on Minsk agreements as the path
forward. He also laments that the visit did not bring any resolution to the suspension of consular services
by the US embassy in Moscow, noting that the Biden administration perhaps had less room to maneuver
because of a congressional proposal to cut staff at the Russian embassy in Washington by 300 people if the
Russian government did not cancel its prohibition on the hiring of local staff by the US embassy in Moscow.
In yet another Nezavisimaya Gazeta article, Vladimir Vasil’yev quotes Deputy Foreign Minister Sergey
Ryabkov as saying that there is a “potential for exacerbation” in the relationship if the US position does not
evolve, potentially even the freezing of all work by the diplomatic missions.
In Topwar.ru, Alexander Staver wonders whether the real topic of the conversation between Nuland and
her Russian counterparts was Belarus. He writes, “Ukraine today isn’t that much of interest to Washington.
A colony is a colony.” He also notes that his theory is supported by the recent article authored by former
Russian president Dmitry Medvedev that posited the need for a halt to all diplomatic relations between
Ukraine and Russia until Ukraine has a new leadership. He further notes that it may be possible that Nuland
“will test the waters for the conclusion of some agreement that would keep Russia out of a possible conflict
between China and the United States and remove the tension in the Russia-NATO relationship,” and adds,
“The task, I must admit, is very difficult and hardly realizable.” The article then goes on to extensively
discuss how the opposition protests in Belarus were organized by Polish and Baltic intelligence services,
and how politicians from those countries were seeking to trigger a NATO-Russian war using border security
as a pretense. “Maybe seeking to diffuse this latter issue is Nuland’s mission in Moscow,” Staver suggests.

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin’s visit to Ukraine and Georgia
In another article in Nezavisimaya Gazeta, Petrov previews Austin’s visit to Ukraine and Georgia, with the
backdrop of intense US domestic criticism about the withdrawal from Afghanistan. He notes that in Kyiv,
Austin will also meet with Ukrainian president Vladimir Zelensky, a “heated proponent of the increase of
NATO presence in the Black Sea” and discuss US efforts to re-equip Ukrainian naval forces. He posits that it
is possible that during Nuland’s visit to Moscow, her discussions with Russian counterparts focused on
Russia’s spring buildup on the Ukrainian border and the “conditions under which this wouldn’t happen
again” and thus it is possible that Austin would discuss this with his Ukrainian counterparts. He further
states that Austin will conduct meetings with political and military officials in Georgia, although those
meetings are more delicate due to Georgia’s internal political situation and the arrest of former Georgian
president Mikheil Saakashvili.
An article by Evgeniy Fedorov in Topwar.ru notes that Austin’s visit to the region seemed belated, even
though “he had more serious problems like, for example, withdrawal from Afghanistan.” On Austin’s visit to
Georgia, he concludes that “aside from traditional promises about coming signings of agreements in the
NATO-Georgia format and assurances of a ‘NATO open door policy,’ Austin didn’t achieve anything of
significance.” He notes that there was an expectation that Austin would take steps to meet with opposition
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parties to signal the US displeasure with Saakashvili’s jailing, but he did not do so, probably because he
“doesn’t feel that confidence in front of TV cameras and microphones.” He then describes Austin’s visit to
Ukraine, first noting “another ‘humanitarian’ delivery,” of three total deliveries, that includes mobile
hospitals for the Ukrainian military and numerous weapons. Fedorov argues: “In the best tradition of US
foreign policy, the weapons are intended solely to repel a mythical Russian aggression. In this regard,
Ukrainian forces ahead of the Austin visit” destroyed the Donetsk mechanical plant using a mine-thrower.
He further notes that “coupled with kind uncle Austin are the Brits, who promised in the next several years
to build naval bases in Ukraine and give it a real ‘mosquito fleet.’” But, he states that because these weapons
will not give any decisive superiority against Russian forces, “they will be used [instead] against the peaceful
people of Donbass.” He concludes that the modest outcomes of Austin’s trip left his hosts “confused.” But
there is nothing to be confused about, he argues, because US policy in the region favors the status quo due
to the “growing threat in the Indo-Pacific.” Finally, a short commentary in Ekspert points out that Austin
“didn’t pay any attention to Black Sea region countries with whom the US has problems,” citing in particular
the US and NATO discordant relationship with Turkey and its president Erdogan.

UK and NATO allied efforts to militarily support Ukraine
Some articles focus on NATO’s allied efforts to improve Ukraine’s security. A blog post by analysts at the
Center for the Analysis of Strategies and Technologies (CAST) discusses the news that the UK Ministry of
Defense may transfer to Ukraine Brimstone missiles as part of the Ukrainian Naval Capabilities
Enhancement Programme that would also see the construction by the UK of eight large missile boats,
training of Ukrainian servicemembers, construction of new military bases, and sale of several used
minesweepers. The post notes:
In this way the shipborne version of the missile system Brimstone is to become the base
of the missile armament of the eight planned for construction for Ukrainian Navy missile
boats designed by the Babcock group based on a small patrol ship Project Protector 50.
The use of Brimstone missiles clarifies the repeated reference to British representatives
of plans to install on these missile boats “British” missile complex, despite the fact that the
UK doesn’t now produce “full-fledged” anti-ship missiles.
It then discusses the history of the missile and its technical capabilities before concluding as follows:
As for the possibility of supplying Ukraine with Brimstone aircraft missiles, it is obvious
that the integration of these missiles into Soviet-type aircraft of the Ukrainian Air Force
will require a significant amount of R&D and modifications to the onboard equipment of
aircraft. At the same time it should be noted that as a relatively massive high-precision
means of fighting armored vehicles enemy Brimstone missiles have a certain operationaltactical meaning for the Ukrainian Air Force—if we ignore the issue of the cost of these
missiles.
An article in Topwar.ru also discusses UK military assistance to Ukraine. The article begins by noting that
Ukrainian military analysts conceived of a fight with Russia by drawing on concepts of how Iranian vessels
could swarm US naval vessels. Their second bet was to improve coastal defense ability or, if worst came to
worst, Ukraine was “depending on the assistance of NATO block members.” The article notes Ukraine’s
Strategy 2035 document that has been amended to speed up the adoption of the “mosquito fleet” by 2025
with UK assistance. The author argues that the UK views “any military-technical cooperation with Kyiv …
not only as a means to earn money, but to once again destabilize relations with Russia.” He then discusses
the details of the UK-Ukrainian deal, noting that these are not new vessels and that Ukraine can afford them
only because of a credit from the UK that, in turn, guarantees some business for the UK defense industry,
which is hurting after Brexit. The article then states that, because of the absence of orders, Ukraine’s own
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shipbuilding industry is in dire straits and the “purchase of ready ships from abroad worsens the industrial
crisis inside the country.” It then also notes Ukraine’s purchase from Turkey of four corvettes, without
credit, and concludes that these same corvettes were once developed with the participation of its own
defense industry.
In an article in VPK, Valeriy Gromak discusses a Ukrainian probe spurred by a George Washington
University (GWU) study that members of a Ukrainian neo-Nazi organization, Centuria, received training
from NATO countries in Ukraine’s top military university, the Hetman Petro Sahaidachny National Army
Academy, and in those countries. The article highlights the group, which is relatively new to the scene, its
links to the ultranationalist Azov movement, and the recruitment of academy cadets and instructors into its
ranks, as discussed in the GWU report. It then notes that the US is “facilitating the fascistization of Ukraine”
by funding the academy without ensuring that these funds do not go to Azov, Centuria, and related groups.
It concludes with a quote from the leader of a Russian Ukrainians movement, saying, “The West isn’t just
today noticing these organizations because it has a direct relationship to their creation.”
Sources: Gennady Petrov, “Nuland didn’t clean out the Stables of Augeas in Russian-US relations” (Нуланд
не расчистила авгиевы конюшни в российско-американских отношениях), Nezavisimaia gazeta, Oct.
14, 2021, https://www.ng.ru/world/2021-10-13/1_8276_usa.html; Aleksandr Staver, “America seeks
approaches to Moscow for own calm in the future” (Америка ищет подходы к Москве для собственного
спокойствия в будущем), Topwar.ru, Oct. 14, 2021, https://topwar.ru/187982-amerika-ischet-podhodyk-moskve-dlja-sobstvennogo-spokojstvija-v-buduschem.html; Vladimir Vasil’yev, “‘Potential for
exacerbation’ and the outcomes of Nuland’s visit to Moscow” ("Потенциал для обострения" и итоги
визита Нуланд в Москву), Nezavisimaia gazeta, Oct. 18, 2021, https://www.ng.ru/courier/2021-1017/9_8279_usa.html; Gennady Petrov, “Austin will continue Nuland’s Moscow visit in Kyiv” (Остин
продолжит московский визит Нуланд в Киеве), Nezavisimaia gazeta, Oct. 18, 2021,
https://www.ng.ru/world/2021-10-17/6_8279_visit.html; Evgeniy Fedorov, “Another ‘roadmap’: US
Secretary of Defense tour in the Black Sea region” (Очередная «дорожная карта»: турне министра
обороны США по черноморскому региону), Topwar.ru, Oct. 24, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188346ocherednaja-dorozhnaja-karta-turne-ministra-oborony-ssha-po-chernomorskomu-regionu.html;
“Determined US presence in the Black Sea region” (Настойчивое присутствие США в Черноморском
регионе), Ekspert, Oct. 25, 2021, https://expert.ru/expert/2021/44/nastoychivoye-prisutstviye-ssha-vchernomorskom-regione/; “Possible delivery of Brimstone rockets to Ukraine” (Возможная поставка
ракет Brimstone на Украину), Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies blog, Oct. 22, 2021,
https://bmpd.livejournal.com/4417822.html; Evgeniy Fedorov, “With an English accent: UK is building
ships for the Ukrainian fleet” (С английским акцентом: Великобритания построит корабли для
украинского флота), Topwar.ru, Oct. 19, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188161-s-anglijskim-akcentomvelikobritanija-postroit-korabli-dlja-ukrainskogo-flota.html; Valeryi Gromak, “Centurions from Lvov”
(“Центурионы” из Львова), Voenno-promyshlennyi kuryer, Oct. 12, 2021, https://vpknews.ru/articles/64224.

Information operations and cognitive warfare
Several Russian articles recently reported on US and NATO stances towards information warfare. The first
article, published in VPK, is a lengthy piece that details the alleged “new forms and methods of ideological
aggression” carried out by the United States and its allies, which the article claims were developed after
Russia’s annexation of Crimea. The article states, “The goal of any information operation continues to be the
compromise of the leadership of the Russian Federation (primarily the head of state and persons from his
inner circle)” and says that such operations are always backed by state intelligence agencies. The article
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identifies three phases of this new approach: (1) the “Panama Papers”; (2) the “Argentine Cocaine Case”;
and (3) “The Case of the Skripals.” The article concludes by answering the question: “What exactly should
be the scheme of a Russian information operation that can compete on equal terms with technologically
advanced American counterparts?”
The second article argues that NATO is shifting some attention to “cognitive warfare,” noting that the
organization is preparing to hold a conference on that topic in Ottawa on November 30. The article also
mentions a 45-page, NATO-backed Cognitive Warfare Report published in November 2020 which identifies
the “cognitive dimension” as the third major combat dimension, in addition to the physical and information
dimensions. According to the paper, while information warfare aims to control the flow of information,
cognitive warfare “degrades the capacity to know, produce or thwart knowledge.” The Russian article
contends that “NATO is clearly interested in using the means of such a war, since with its help it is possible
to defeat enemies without cannons and machine guns. For the Russian Federation, NATO's attention to
these technologies is an alarming signal.”
A third article addresses the “Havana Syndrome,” which is mysteriously plaguing US diplomats and CIA
employees across the globe. Specifically, there have been several reports of the alleged “sonic attacks”
affecting diplomats in the US Embassy in Berlin this month. The article notes that while there have been no
official US government charges implicating Russia in these attacks, unofficial allegations in US and German
media have appeared. The article states, “[The authors] are trying to impose on readers an absolutely
incredible scenario where the Russian special services somehow delivered equipment to Germany and
carried out the targeting of American diplomats there. The authors of the pseudo-investigation leave the
question ‘why?’ unanswered.” CIA director William Burns also speculated in July of this year that Russia
could be behind the attacks, but is withholding definitive conclusions pending a large-scale investigation.
Sources: Vladimir Mukhin, “NATO Shifts From Hybrid to Cognitive Warfare” [НАТО переходит от
гибридной к когнитивной войне], Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye, Oct. 14, 2021,
https://www.ng.ru/armies/2021-10-14/2_8278_nato.html; Manoilo Andrey, “Knights of the cloak and
provocations” [Рыцари плаща и провокаций], Voenno-promyshlenniy kuryer, Oct. 19, 2021, https://vpknews.ru/articles/64291; Vladimir Ivanov, “Russia continues to be accused of radiation attacks” [Россию
продолжают обвинять в лучевых атаках], Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye, Oct. 14, 2021,
https://nvo.ng.ru/gpolit/2021-10-14/10_1162_syndrome.html.
Additional sources: François du Cluzel, Cognitive Warfare, Innovation Hub, Nov. 2020,
https://www.innovationhub-act.org/sites/default/files/2021-01/20210122_CW%20Final.pdf; “Fall 2021
NATO Innovation Challenge,” Government of Canada, https://www.canada.ca/en/department-nationaldefence/campaigns/fall-2021-nato-innovation-challenge.html; “About 100 CIA officers, family members
afflicted by 'Havana Syndrome' – CIA chief,” Reuters, July 22, 2021, https://www.reuters.com
/world/us/about-100-cia-officers-family-members-afflicted-by-havana-syndrome-cia-chief-2021-07-22/.

Military competition in East Asia
A set of recent articles by Russian military commentators have reviewed the state of US-China competition
and rivalry in East Asia, the rearmament of the Japanese navy, and the recent Seawolf submarine collision.
Noting that the military and political situation in the region has further deteriorated, recent events have
largely been framed as part of the broader rise of China and America’s reaction to this development,
including alliance building, increasing military offensive and defensive capabilities, and expanding naval
reconnaissance.
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Several articles in Topwar.ru have focused on East Asian issues in recent weeks. One, by Evgeny Damantsev,
notes that there has been a “sharp aggravation of the military-political and operational-strategic situation
in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region,” largely because of the AUKUS deal and the supposed intention “for a largescale strategic aerospace operation to oust the AUG and KUG of the Chinese navy from the ‘9-dotted line’ in
the South China Sea,” as well as plans to prevent amphibious landings on Taiwan. Damantsev focuses on the
recent deployment of the Iron Dome antimissile defense system on Guam, which he argues has added
significantly to US abilities to defend against sudden Chinese aerospace attack.
In a complementary analysis, an article in Ekspert by Tikhon Sysoev and Aleksandr Smirnov reviews the
broader escalation dynamics between the US and China in the region, noting that the Biden administration
was following in the footsteps of its predecessor and that new alliances such as the Quad and AUKUS were
being created in no small part due to the poor usability of the NATO alliance for strategic purposes in Asia.
Sysoev and Smirnov argue that while China has no obvious allies in the area and its undeniable revisionism
makes a US-led “ring” of alliances and security arrangements plausible, Russia remains a “weak link” in
containment and China can certainly assert itself in Taiwan and elsewhere should it truly seek to do so.
Finally, two articles discuss the collision of the Seawolf-class submarine USS Connecticut (SSN-22) with an
unidentified object on October 2 in the South China Sea. A piece by Roman Skomorokhov in Topwar.ru
suggests that such an accident—especially on a new ship with advanced sonar capabilities—implies that a
failure of the crew and their training was likely at fault. He also argues that the collision may have been
caused by the US sub not using high-frequency sonar in an effort to avoid detection—which may have led
to its collision with nothing less than a Chinese submarine similarly running quietly. Writing in VPK, Vadim
Kulinchenko, a retired captain and veteran submariner, asserts that the collision was certainly between two
submarines engaged in naval espionage and reconnaissance practices, and discusses a collision in 1967 in
the Barents Sea.
Another article in Topwar.ru by Roman Skomorokhov focuses on the development of the Japanese navy and
its airpower component, noting the deployment of new Izumo-class helicopter destroyers and upgrades to
this ship class that can allow it to act as a full aircraft carrier. The author is deeply negative about this
development, which he views as a plan of the United States to expand its footprint in the Asia-Pacific region
as well as to bolster purchases of the F-35B fighter-bomber. He also notes that Japan is “gradually thawing
out its own imperial ambitions,” focused on Russia and South Korea, in addition to responding to US goals.
In a separate article, Skomorokhov reviews the Russian Pacific Fleet and its Project 636 “Varshavyanka”
variant of the Kilo-class attack submarine, which he argues would be an important bolster to Russian
military capabilities given the threat from the US and Japan.
Sources: Roman Skomorokhov, “Revival of the Japanese Carrier Fleet” [“Возрождение японского
авианосного флота”], Topwar.ru, Oct. 21, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188037-vozrozhdenie-japonskogoavianosnogo-flota.html; Roman Skomorokhov, “Correct Moves Underwater” [“Правильный ход под
водой”], Topwar.ru, Oct. 22, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188104-pravilnyj-hod-pod-vodoj.html; Vadim
Kulinchenko, “Underwater Rake for China” [“Кольцо американской "безопасности" вокруг Китая”],
Ekspert, No. 43, Oct. 18, 2021:14-21, https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/70771633.American Boat”
[“Подводные грабли для американской лодки”], Voenno-promyshlennyi kuryer, No. 40, Oct. 19, 2021,
https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/70843325; Roman Skomorokhov, “‘Seawolf’ and the rock: you
really need to understand!” [“"Сивулф" и скала: так реально надо уметь!”], Topwar.ru, Oct. 14, 2021,
https://topwar.ru/188001-sivulf-i-skala-tak-realno-nado-umet.html; Evgeny Damantsev, “Rushed
preparations for a possible exchange of strikes with China,” [“Спешная подготовка к вероятному обмену
ударами с Китаем”], Topwar.ru, Oct. 17, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188072-speshnaja-podgotovka-k-
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verojatnomu-obmenu-udarami-s-kitaem-vozvedenie-zontika-pro-nad-guamom.html; Tikhon Sysoev and
Aleksandr Smirnov, “American ‘Security’ Ring Around

US hypersonic weapons development
Two Krasnaya Zvezda articles address recent US developments in the field of hypersonic weapons. The first
article discusses the announcement of the development of a new mid-range-capability (MRC) battery called
“Typhon” at the US Army Association’s annual conference on October 11-13. According to the
announcement, “Typhon” will be able to fire two types of existing missiles (SM-6 and Tomahawk), as well
as future hypersonic versions. For context, the Block IB variant of the SM-6 missile is projected to reach
hypersonic speeds and have an increased range of more than 200 miles by FY 2024. The first of four
“Typhon” batteries is planned to be deployed in September 2023. The article also reports on recent
comments by Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering Heidi Shyu that the Pentagon is
taking steps to make hypersonic weapons more affordable.
The second article addresses a recent announcement that the US Space Development Agency (SDA) has
approved the design of a new generation of satellites capable of detecting launches and tracking the flight
path of hypersonic missiles. The article notes, “The existing satellites of the American missile attack warning
system (EWS) are not capable of solving these tasks, since they are too high (in geostationary orbits), and
their infrared sensors are designed to detect thermal signatures of ballistic targets, which are much brighter
and more noticeable than hypersonic cruise missiles and gliding warheads.” In 2023, eight of these new US
“Space Echelon” experimental satellites will be launched into low-earth orbit and will operate in
conjunction with the Hypersonic Ballistic Tracking Space Sensors (HBTSS), which the US began developing
in January 2021.
Sources: “To combat hypersonic missiles” [Для борьбы с гиперзвуковыми ракетами], Krasnaya Zvezda,
Oct. 11, 2021, http://redstar.ru/dlya-borby-s-giperzvukovymi-raketami/; “Typhon will strengthen the
Dark Eagle” [«Тифон» усилит «Тёмного орла»], Krasnaya Zvezda, Oct. 20, 2021, http://redstar.ru/tifonusilit-tyomnogo-orla/.
Additional sources: Joseph Trevithick, “The Army Plans To Fire Its Version Of The Navy’s SM-6 Missile From
This Launcher,” The Drive, Oct. 13, 2021, https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/42712/the-armyplans-to-fire-its-version-of-the-navys-sm-6-missile-from-this-launcher; Tyler Rogaway, “Navy To
Supersize Its Ultra Versatile SM-6 Missile For Even Longer Range And Higher Speed,” The Drive, Mar. 20,
2019, https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27068/navy-to-supersize-its-ultra-versatile-sm-6missile-for-even-longer-range-and-higher-speed.

Incident with the destroyer USS Chafee
Several Russian publications reported on an incident that took place in the Sea of Japan on October 15.
According to one of the articles, after being in the area for several days, the destroyer USS Chafee (DDG90)
“came close to the territorial waters of Russia and made an attempt to cross the state border.” The Russian
Ministry of Defense announced, “After several warnings about the inadmissibility of such actions, as well as
that the destroyer is located in an area closed to navigation due to exercises with artillery firing, the Russian
[antisubmarine ship Admiral Tributs] headed to displace the intruder from Russian territorial waters.”
However, according to reports, the US destroyer did not change course immediately but rather raised
colored flags, “indicating preparation for takeoff from the helicopter deck, which means that it was
impossible to change course and speed.” When USS Chafee was able to change course, the distance between
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the two ships was estimated at “less than 60 meters.” The Russian Ministry of Defense announced, “The
actions of the crew of the US Navy destroyer Chafee are a gross violation of the International Rules for
Preventing Collisions at Sea and the Russian-American Intergovernmental Agreement on the Prevention of
Incidents on the High Seas and in the Airspace Above It, 1972.”
US Pacific Fleet denied these claims in a press release on Friday, stating the following:
The statement from the Russian Defense Ministry about the interaction between our two
Navy ships is false. While USS Chafee (DDG 90) was conducting routine operations in
international water in the Sea of Japan on Oct. 15, 2021, a Russian Udaloy-class destroyer
came within approximately 65 yards of USS Chafee (DDG 90) while the ship was preparing
for flight operations. The interaction was safe and professional.
Sources: “Russian ship escorted an American destroyer from the borders of the Russian Federation in the
Sea of Japan” [Российский корабль сопроводил американский эсминец от границ РФ в Японском
море], Novye Izvestiya, Oct. 15, 2021, https://newizv.ru/news/army/15-10-2021/rossiyskiy-korablsoprovodil-amerikanskiy-esminets-ot-granits-rf-v-yaponskom-more; “"Admiral Tributs" did not allow
violating the maritime border of Russia” [«Адмирал Трибуц» не позволил нарушить морскую границу
России], Krasnaya Zvezda, Oct. 18, 2021, http://redstar.ru/admiral-tributs-ne-pozvolil-narushitmorskuyu-granitsu-rossii/.
Additional sources: US Pacific Fleet Public Affairs, “Statement regarding USS Chafee (DDG 90),” Navy.Mil,
Oct. 15, 2021, https://www.cpf.navy.mil/News/Article/2812479/statement-regarding-uss-chafee-ddg90/.

Russia-Turkey relations
In recent weeks, Russian foreign policy commentators have assessed Russia’s relations with Turkey, paying
particular attention to the potential for new arms deals. Two blog posts by analysts at CAST discuss the
possibility of selling Russian combat aircraft to Turkey and Turkish interest in acquiring F-16 fighters. An
opinion piece in Topwar.ru briefly reviews the history of Russian-Turkish military relations as well as its
recent diplomatic overtures to regional neighbors, suggesting that Turkey is an unreliable partner whose
goals of influence expansion must be watched. Also, an article in VPK discusses the potential content of Putin
and Erdogan’s meeting in Sochi in late September.
The prospects for multiple arms deals are the subject of two recent pieces in BMPD. On October 13, the blog
discussed the Turkish government’s recent request to the US for 40 Lockheed Martin F-16C / D (F-16V)
Block 70 fighters, which would amount to $6 billion. The entry argues that the sale would “be a kind of
compensation after the US refused to supply Turkey with the fifth-generation Lockheed Martin F-35A
Lightning II” after Turkey purchased Russian-made S-400 antiaircraft systems in April of this year. It notes
that this request would act as a “trial balloon” to reassess the limits and possibilities of Turkish-US arms
deals, given the new state of relations.
A second article in BMPD discusses the possibility of alternative Russian-Turkish fighter deals should the
F-16 request fall through on the US side. An entry on October 19 highlights a statement from Ismail Demir,
the head of the Turkish Defense Industry Department, in which he notes the potential to “reopen” the idea
of purchasing Russian-made Su-35 and Su-57 fighters. While tempting, the discussion suggests that floating
the prospect is part of the informal negotiation game between Turkey and the United States—and that
should it fail, the Turkish leadership would try other options, such as the Eurofighter or Chinese fighters,
rather than immediately going for Russian supplies.
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An article in Topwar.ru on Russian-Turkish relations by Roman Skomorokhov overviews the place of
Turkey in regional diplomacy from a historical and contemporary perspective. The author underlines the
untrustworthiness of the Turkish side throughout history, noting that Turkey “takes [weapons] from
anyone who gives without any embarrassment,” and that there is no universe in which “friendship” with
Turkey can be taken seriously beyond core, mutual interests. Skomorokhov further suggests that Turkey’s
medium- and long-term goals are empire-building in the Middle East, which naturally would be opposed to
Russian interests in Syria especially.
Finally, an article in VPK on October 12 discusses the possible content of recent discussions between Putin
and Erdogan during their meetings in Sochi on September 29. The author, Stanislav Ivanov, a researcher at
IMEMO, suggests that the meeting likely included important issues such as renewed fighting in Syria’s Idlib
province between Assad and Iranian proxies. Ivanov argues that Turkey seemed successful in convincing
the Russian side that the escalation there was not in Russia’s interest. Yet he also notes, “There is no reason
to expect that Turkey or Iran will contribute to a peaceful solution to the Syrian conflict.”
Sources: Roman Skomorokhov, “If a friend suddenly turned out to be ... Erdogan” [Если друг оказался
вдруг… Эрдоган], Topwar.ru, Oct. 21, 2021, https://topwar.ru/188229-esli-drug-okazalsja-vdrugjerdogan.html; “Prospects for the sale of Russian combat aircraft to Turkey” [Перспективы продажи
российских
боевых
самолетов
Турции],
BMPD,
Oct.
19,
2021,
https://bmpd.livejournal.com/4416185.html; “Turkey wants to acquire F-16 Block 70 fighters” [Турция
хочет
приобрести
истребители
F-16
Block
70],
BMPD,
Oct.
13,
2021,
https://bmpd.livejournal.com/4411850.html; Stanislav Ivanov, “What Did Erdogan Come With?” [С чем
приезжал
Эрдоган],
Voenno-promyshlennyi
kuryer,
No.
39,
Oct.
12,
2021,
https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/70626042.

Development of an Arctic Alliance
An article in Nezavisimoe Voennoe Obozrenie discusses the development of a new alliance between the
Scandinavian countries of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. Reviewing recent agreements for closer
cooperation, the piece laments the drift away from de facto neutrality on the part of Sweden, as well as the
potential for this new military alliance to become NATO’s “daughter” alliance for Northern Europe.
The author, Yury Banko, suggests that the new alliance, while ostensibly coming into being because of
perceptions of Russian actions in recent years, is mostly a result of the growing place of the Arctic as a
“confrontation zone.” Banko reviews recent military acquisitions for the Scandinavian states, as well as the
upcoming NATO military exercise Gold Response in 2022. He argues that “Russia should not underestimate
the Air Forces of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark or the level of their combat training.”
Framing US-Scandinavian military cooperation as provocative, the article also notes the considerable
capabilities and competence of Norwegian ground forces in particular. The author relays anecdotes about
touring the Porsanger battalion in the 1990s, as a way to emphasize the importance of taking seriously the
turn towards hostile relations between Russia and her northern neighbors. The overall tenor of the piece
provides a negative vision of growing Scandinavian military cooperation with increasingly advanced and
updated military equipment and materiel as an important source of danger to Russia in the coming decades.
Source: Yury Banko, “Inconspicuous Northern Alliance” [“Неприметный северный альянс”], Nezavisimoe
Voennoe Obozrenie, No. 40, Oct. 21, 2021, https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/doc/70885173.
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Concern about Nordstream pipeline sabotage
An article by Vasily Savin in Topwar.ru raises the possibility that the United States might direct one of its
East European allies might try to sabotage the Nordstream-2 pipeline. The author suggests that Poland or
Ukraine, both of which have well trained naval special forces, could take such an action. He highlights
Ukraine’s 73rd naval center for special operations, which includes underwater diversionary activity as one
of its missions. He also discusses Poland’s Formosa special operations unit and its submarines’ capability to
deliver underwater divers to areas up to 50 meters depth. The pipeline is located in such shallow areas near
the Finnish and German coasts, and also near Bornholm and Gotland. The author notes that in April 2021
Poland used its naval forces to hinder pipeline construction and has the capabilities and area knowledge to
carry it out, while Ukraine is motivated because it blames Russia for explosions on its gas pipelines in 2014.
He concludes by highlighting the difficulty of proving responsibility for any potential act of sabotage and
recommends covering all shallow areas through which the pipeline passes with sensors and requesting
permission from Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Finland to allow Russian maritime border guard patrols
in these sectors of their territorial waters.
Source: Vasily Savin, “Is underwater sabotage possible on the Nordstream-2 pipeline?” [Возможна ли
подводная диверсия на газопроводе «Северный поток – 2»], topwar.ru, Oct. 20, 2021,
https://topwar.ru/188140-vozmozhna-li-podvodnaja-diversija-na-gazoprovode-severnyj-potok-2.html.
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